SACRPH 2013 Graduate Student Workshop in Planning History
Call for Graduate Student Participants

The Society for American City and Regional Planning History (SACRPH) invites graduate students enrolled in PhD, master’s degree, and professional degree programs to participate in the Graduate Student Workshop in Planning History to be held at the Fifteenth National Conference on Planning History in Toronto, Canada, October 3-6, 2013.

The workshop will focus on the production and communication of research in planning history and continues SACRPH’s tradition of providing graduate students with an intellectual and social climate to launch careers and contribute to the scholarship of planning history.

At the workshop students will work in small groups with a senior faculty member to address questions and receive feedback on their research projects and other research-related questions. Students’ proposals will be distributed to student and faculty participants in advance of the workshop.

CONTENT OF PROPOSALS

1) A one-page CV that includes institutional affiliation (including degree program and estimated completion date), contact information, and the title of your research project.

2) An abstract of two to four pages, double-spaced, of your research project.

3) A one-page list of two or three questions that you are most interested in discussing at the workshop. Questions listed in your proposal may be specific or general, and may cover topics such as: cultivating research ideas; research strategies: finding sources, identifying archives, and working with archivists; getting good feedback; writing: developing proposals, organizing and revising articles and chapters, etc.; or publishing or presenting research on the job market.

DEADLINES

Sept 3: Proposals due via email to mlasner@hunter.cuny.edu (extended deadline)
Sept 8: Confirmation of participation
Sept. 15: Proposals distributed to groups and to faculty participants

WORKSHOP CHAIR

Prof. Matthew Gordon Lasner
Hunter College
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
mlasner@hunter.cuny.edu